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A new human rights case involving a Brazilian psychologist who claims she was tortured by Chile's
Civil Investigations Police has marred relations between Chile and Brazil. Tania Maria Cordeiro Vaz,
who moved to Chile and married a Chilean in 1991, was arrested March 14 in the city of Rancagua
on charges of ties to the Lautaro rebel organization. She is currently being held in a prison facility
near Santiago. Cordeiro Vaz says that while in custody, Chilean police tortured and raped her.
She also says her captors illegally abducted her daughter. In an Aug. 7 press conference, Chile's
deputy interior secretary, Belisario Velasco, rejected all of Cordeiro Vaz's allegations. According
to Velasco, the Brazilian consulate in Santiago was informed of Cordeiro Vaz's arrest on April
15, and she was visited in jail by attorneys from the Chilean human rights group, Commission
in Defense of People's Rights (Comision de Defensa del Pueblo, CODEPU). Nevertheless, in a
Santiago press conference held on Aug. 10, CODEPU representatives said they never had any
contact with Codeiro Vaz. Moreover, the Brazilian government officially denies that Brazilian
authorities were ever notified of Cordeiro's arrest. Brazilian consular officials in Santiago also say
they had great difficulty convincing prison authorities to allow access to her. In an official diplomatic
note, Brazilian authorities say that, once they were permitted to visit Cordeiro in jail, they verified
signs of torture on the prisoner's body. The note also states that Brazilian President Itamar Franco
has decided to condition an upcoming visit to Chile, scheduled for September, on clarification
of the torture allegations. Given the escalating diplomatic tensions, the Chilean government has
requested that the Supreme Court appoint a special judge to investigate the charges against the
Civil Investigations Police. The Cordeiro Vaz case has come at a particularly inopportune moment
for President Patricio Aylwin's administration. On the one hand, it follows closely on the heels of
several other controversial incidents all of which have received extensive coverage in the media
involving human rights abuses by civilian officials and the military. On the other hand, it coincides
with the announcement (see NotiSur 08/06/93) of a new government strategy for investigating
human rights abuses committed during the Pinochet dictatorship (1973-1990), thus making it more
difficult for the Aylwin administration to build consensus for its human rights policies. [Sources:
New York Times, 07/20/93; Spanish news service EFE, 08/07/93, 08/09-11/93; Agence France-Presse,
08/10/93, 08/11/93; La Nacion (Chile), 08/10-12/93; El Mercurio (Chile), 08/11/93, 08/12/93]
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